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Professional Summary 
 

Eagerly aspiring to become a Chief Technical Officer in a leading IT company. 

 

In my engineering journey, I set out to learn and accumulate experience by starting projects in 2017. So far, I've developed 

60 websites, 50 software applications, and 20 mobile apps. This experience has been enriching and fulfilling. Now, I'm 

enthusiastically looking for a job to build a successful career in this tech-driven world. 

Experience 

Scarp Yard India 

Senior Software Engineer & Team Leader 

22/05/2022 - 01/06/2023 

Started as a Software Engineer at a startup in Aurangabad, later promoted to Team Leader, leading a team of 10 

members. 

Pioneered the development of technology that has seamlessly integrated into the company's operations. This 

innovation markedly improved work management and ensured precise record-keeping. 

This technological advancement not only simplified their daily operations but also strategically positioned 

them for sustainable business growth and expansion. 

Pioneered the development of technology, resulting in a 30% increase in work efficiency and a 20% reduction 

in processing time 

Trainer for Website Development 

MIT College, Aurangabad (DDUGKY Program) 

 Held the position of website development trainer. 

27/02/2023 - 1/07/2023 

Developed and implemented a robust two-month web development curriculum, delivering practical skills and industry 

knowledge to 60 students across two batches. 

Facilitated the transition of students into freelance developers, highlighting the program's effectiveness. 

Developed and implemented a two-month web development curriculum, leading to a 65% successful transition of 

students into freelance developers. 

Website Developer Intern 

Pawar Corporation 

01/06/2021 - 31/12/2021 

 
 

 

 

 

Skill
s 

Joined to learn the fundamentals of website development and gained insights into website functionality. Successfully 

created web pages for the organization, focusing on backend development. 

Acquired valuable experience in understanding and implementing website design and functionality in a collaborative 

setting. 

 
 

Technical Skills :- Programming language:- C,C++,Java,Go Lang. Web Development:- Html,Css,Sass, 

Bootstrap,JS,PHP. Software Development:- Vb.net,Java,Data Structure. Mobile Application Development:- 

Android,Java. 

Soft Skills:- Leadership,Team Collaboration, Communication,Time Management, Problem Solving 

Project Management:- Agile Methodology, Waterfall Model, Project Palnning, Risk Assessment, Developing SRS, 

Designing Mindmup and Prototype, Deploying Project. 

Tools :- Version Control (Git), SEO , Social Media For Marketing. 
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Projects 
 

 Website and Software Development for ICAI Aurangabad Branch 

 Orchestrated a two-year project to develop a website and software for the Institute of Chartered Accountants 

of India (ICAI) Aurangabad Branch. 

 Achieved a significant enhancement in workflow efficiency, facilitating seamless task management and accurate 

record-keeping. 

 Implemented solutions led to a noteworthy increase in productivity and overall operational effectiveness. 

 Orchestrated a two-year project for ICAI Aurangabad Branch, resulting in a 25% improvement in workflow efficiency 

and a 30% increase in task accuracy. 

Link :- https://aurangabad-icai.org/ 

 CRM Management for Vidaya 

 Engineered a CRM management system for Vidaya, an Aurangabad-based startup. 

 The custom technology implementation led to significant time savings in data management and tracking. 

 Additionally, it played a pivotal role in facilitating the company's scalability and growth. 

 Project Developer & Recent Engineering Graduate 

 Completed more than 50 diverse projects, including software development, website creation, and digital marketing, 

driven by a passion for continuous learning and comprehensive engineering experience. 

 Successfully earned an engineering degree while simultaneously honing practical skills through hands-on project 

work. 

Education 
 

MGM University 

Btech IT Engineering 

7.08 

2021 - 2024 

Msbte Polytechnic 2017 - 2021 

Polytechnic in cse 88.88  

Achievements & Awards 

 Expert Talk at Shri Sai Institute of Technology (Polytechnic), Aurangabad Invited as a guest speaker to share expertise 

in VB.net, Python, and Mobile Application Development. Guided students towards exciting opportunities in these 

technologies. 

 Personalized Help Portal and Mentored 50+ Students in IT Careers Launched a bespoke website offering personalized 

assistance. Conducted online tutoring sessions for 50 students, resulting in their active engagement in freelancing 

projects and career development. 

 

Design and developed some course on Udemy to teach anyone who is willing to learn web development in free and in 

easy way, my vision behind this is to build network where learn from anyone to teach to anyone. 
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